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ABSTRACT: Recent pragre_ in the performance of laser driven source o/polarized deuterium is

described. OpticalpumMngof potas$lumatoms/olknvedby_plnexchangescatteringwlt_ deuterium
atoms in a high magnct[c field and RF trans/trona In a rned[umjSeld was found ta produce an lnte'nse,

highlyspfn-poIartredbeamof deuteriumatorru.InparticuIar,the atomicpolarization of deuterium
was determined to be 739:3%at an intensityof 2.1xlOJ7Atornsls,The RF tran.ritfonefficien_ wa_
measured andfound to be 92:P.5%.

' INTRODUCTIONi

t

,. The study df spin-dependent structure in nuclei using dilut_polarized gases as polarized nuclear
targets in particle storage dngs has driven an intehs.¢,development of high deaslty _ptn polarized
_ams of atoms. While such targets arc of' general interest, two experiments tn particular motivate
our development: measurement of tensor analyzing power ta electron-deuteron elas6e scattering
[1] and measurement ot spln-dependant =_tructur_functionsof the neutron and proton [2]. 'Witha
conventional atom{c beam source [31which can produce an Intensity of 2x 10I6 polarized deuterhtm
atoms/s, the resuldng target thickness, even with .theuse of storage cells, will not reach the desfi-ed 0)
figure of' merit hpl= = npat > I0 H nuclei/cre_ which renders the above experiments and many
ethers [4,5,6] impractical.
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A'hhough the principle [7] of spin-exchang_ opfieal.pumplng has been known for some time,
' previous attempts [8] to develop this process into a pracdc_lsource of polarized atoms have ,net _-iZ

with limited success because of radiation trapping in the optically pumped alkali atoms. In the D

present work we demonstrate that performing the spln-exchangeoptical-pumping process In a high .L.n
magnedc field can lead to a polarized deuterium source of unprecedented performance. The central =_.

idea is that alkali atoms can be readily polarized by optical-pumpingand that this poI,'u'izationcan _.
bc transferred to deuteEum atoms. The rate equations [9] for optical.pumping spin-exchange in :-_
....o......o............_ ._..',',v._,_,a.v,,to.t,,_u,;ut_,tt.,,ntv,,,;_p,ui_iz.atlun rc, in terms O

of alkali polarization Pa: t'303
_..

P,
" O

Where 7,_ is the spin exchange rate and 7R ts the deuterium spin relaxation rate. The spin

l exchange rate depends on th_ spin exchange cross section and the alkali density; where as therelaxation rate depends on all polarization losses (collisions with walls and loss of polarized atoms
_,_ _.L- ..|I% Ai, lA... .... I,.°_ #_'-_l.I L_.I. .I1.-1! .._t-.._._.r_ . ."_ 11.° .... .'%-3 .- r'r

by radiation t,'appirig(<<<I0 ta atoms/cre3). This typically limits the spin-exchangi:: rate to 300 / s.
'1,'ht. "-"" "'" 'itIUIcILIUli_alSl_h,/_ lh.li at high field, however, is known ii0] to occur ni highe.r nlk'_li4e_sitieS



(> 1013 atOms/cre3). Thus, by applying a high field, high alkali polarization can be maintained
at higher alkali density corresponding to a higher spin exchange rzte. The second e._._entlalstep
is to induce atomic t_nsit-ions in order to obtain nucle,'u"poladzatiom A Mont_ Carlo simulation
suggests that a nuclear pola.r[zadon P_z of .9 can be achieved for a L00 % polarized deuterium

atoms by placing an RF transition unit over a transport tube.

i EXPERIMENTALIn th_ present experiment, potassium was optic,ally pumped at 770.1 nm using approximately
i 2 watts of 770.l-nra light from an At-ion pumped Ti-Sapph_ laser operating a single mode. the

experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig-l, The laser photons passed through a
l/4-wave plate and the centrM axis of a dipole magnet pole tip before impinging on a (frj-film
coated [1 l] pyrex cell. The magnetic field was set to 2.2 103, in order to permit a rapid and

convenient change in frequency from o'_,to ct. circuh'u'ly polarized light, since the level spacing
in K at this field is equal to the free spectral range of the intra-cavtty thick etalon. Deuterium

atoms were injected into the cell from an RF dlssiciator tube and K was introduced through _ small

hole in the side of the cell, In the present tests, the K density, determined from th_ temperature
of the reservoir, was 1,7x101:_ atoms/cre _, while the deuterium density in the cell was g.6× 1013

atoms/cm3, estimated from a flow of 2.1 x I0 t7 deuterium atoms/s. 'lnls leads to an estimated spin.
exchange rate 7s_--.1700/s, a factor of six higher than the most achievabI_ at low field. The atoms
exiled the cell through a small hole and then traveled through the RF transition region where a

low magnetic field was set, A 20 gauss constant field was applied irt addition to a 1 gauss/cre

ram.p field In order to drive tWOdifferent atomic transitions, in the 20 MHz _,xluency region; for
tensor polarization of deuterium one needs, In the above conditions, to perform a state 3 to state 4

transition and state 2 to state 3 transition for a circularly polarized light (I,...,6 are the hyperfine
states of deuterium).

The polartzatlon of the atoms exiting the RF transition transport tube was measured wllh a

permanent sextupole magnet followed by a compression tube with a vacuum gauge as indiealed in
Fig- I. The principle of this poh_meter is that the sextupole foeusses spin-up atom_ and defocusses

spin-down atoms. Thus, when the optical-pumping spin.exchange is performed with o'+(o'_) light,
and the RF transition unit is off, on_ would expect to see a signal in the compression tube detector

that corresponds to ali (none) of ths atoms fo_' 100% deuterium polarization. When the medium

field and the RF transition power are switched or1,a signal corresponding to only _vo third (one
thiri:l for o'_) of the atoms would be detected in the vacuum gauge for I00% RF transition efficiency.
For either case, it"thB laser light Gsblockedt th_ slg,al would correspond to half of the atoms. The

compression tube detector could be scanned across the focus of' the sexlupob, thereby permitting

i measurement of the background for ambiant atoms and molecules In the vacuum chamber, In order
to minimize this background, three differentially pumped vacuum region were employed. A typical

. value for th_ ambiant pressure as measured b2/,the compression tube was 3× 10"s torr. To extract
:_ the polarization of the beam it was also necess,'u'y to determine the amount of molecul,'u" deuterium

i that entered the compression tube. This was determined by meastu-ing the compression tube signal

t when the RF dissociator was off and by measuring the molecul_ fraction, i.e. the ratio of theyield of mass 4 molecules (D2) with the dlssoclator on to that with the RF off. The molecular

I fraction was measured nearly simultaneously wi_h the polarization by passing a small amount ofI

chopped beam from the exit of the transport tube througl_ a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS)
_s indicated in Fig.l. In the present case, the molecular fraction was found to he 0.37 __0.03.
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RF, SUI:FS AND DISCUSSION
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We will first discuss lhc case of the atomic polnrlzaflon of deuterium. From the detected sigfial,_

in the con'ipression tube S,, S_ and S0 corresponding to o-,0 o-_ and no light, one is able to compute

the polarization of deuterium atoms tn the following way;

_+- 8_ 8+-So _ So-,q-

= = So So
I where S+, S_ and So are corrected from the molecul_ background.

. The results for a magnetic field of 2,2 kG for three condit_on_ of laser light (o'_, o'_ and no

light) arc shown in I'qg.2.



Clca.rly, from the observationof the threedistinctcurvesshown in Fig-2(a), the pol,_zatiofl of
deuterium atom_is large: 73:1:3%,rnorder to seethe benefici,'deffect of the high magneticfield,
the polalizat[on at the density of 6× I0 l0 potassium atolns/cm3 was measured at low field ( ,'.-.30G).
The corresponding curves are shown in Fig.2(b) and the resulting polarization is only 5% to 10%.
This Improvement may not arise solely from suppression of radtation trapping [12]; there may also
be a decr_se in the loss of deuterium and potassium polarization from cell w_allcollisions.

, Only one RF transition (state 3 to state 4), can be seen by the sextupole. If one a._sumes that

i the second transition involved in the prototype is driven with the same effici_.'ncy _3,_one has:

_4 = 2 Po/:

where Port and Po, ar_ deuterium atomic pol_z,adons with RF power off and RF power on
respectively. The nuclear polarization is then:

p,,=_3'__.xP.=44xPo
For a 100% polarized deuterium atoms and a 100% RF transition ef_ciencie_, th_ nuclear

polarization would be +1 for o'+ light and -I for a_ light. Th_ RF transition efficiency had already
reached its saturation value (92+-5%) for 2.6 watts of RF power, as it is shown in Fig. 3. However,
one expects the transition efficiency to drop for higher power, i'n order to see the so.called adiabatic

condiOon [131 the variatior_ of the efficiency versus RF power was measured for .25 Glcm ramp
field_'The RF efficiency fall.off occured as pred;cted, when the adiabatic condition was not satisfied

(Fi_-3), Thus we have demonstrated for the _rst time the feasability of RF r,ansitions for diffilsed
beams,
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In order to fully demonstrate the power of the present method, we compare In Tablc-I the
figure.of-merit vf this source wlth thai of th_ Novosibimk source, Th_ projected figure-of-merit of
d_is source when the deuterium intensity is Increased by correspondingly increasing the laser power
is also included in Table.l. In addition, it is believed that the molecuh_r fraction can be decreased

by minimizing contamination of the dtssociator tub_ with dri-filrn.

, , ,

Source I0'sec) P: efr' F=_x I
(xlO16) (xlO_6)

.......... iiiiii iiii ...........

Novosibirsk 2 ,9 .5 ,81

ANI_9-1-(HFi ' 21 ,41=.63x.73x_9 _-- i-_............ 3.6
.7__. --'1 1 li i .... • 2 ._d 7 ........... ,

ANL-projected 40 ,53_-,gx.73x.9 l. 1l,l
.......

• Injection efficieney.estlmat_ based on experience with source and storage cell at INP-
Novosibirsk.

Table I

Besides a higher figure-of.merlt, the present source has an additional advantage over a conven-

tional atomic beam source, namely that the polarization of the atoms can be reversed merely by
changing the helicity of the light, where as for the conventional ABS, it is merc difficult since lt

is performed by _lecting different RF transitions.

In summary, the first test of polarized deuterium source based on spin-exchange epical-pumping

in a high magnetic field has produced a figure'of.mertt whteh _ignificantly exceeds that of the
previously reporied values [3] for a conventional atomic beam, Further development of thls method
should produce polarized targets with 1014..10u5 atoms/cre 2, a thickness range which will render

many new experiments feasible.
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